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I. INTRODUCTION

Let S be a linear space of continuous real-valued functions defined on a
set K, and let {Ln}:~l be a sequence of positive linear operators transforming
functions of S into functions of S.

A system {/;}~~o of functions of S is said to be a system of test functions
if and only if the uniform convergence of L n(/;) to /; (i = 0, I, ... , k) implies
the uniform convergence of Ln(f) to / for allfE S.

Korovkin [3] showed that, for the cases S = qa, b] and S = C21T , such
systems of test functions are {I, x, x 2} and {I, cos x, sin x}, respectively. He
also proved for S = qa, b] that a necessary and sufficient condition for
{/;}~~o to be a system of test functions is that (fo , II ,J;) form a Chebyshev
system on [a, b].

In the present note we seek an estimate for II Ln(f) - fll in terms of the
corresponding quantities for the test functions.

Such estimates for II Ln(f) - /11 were derived by Shisha and Mond [6, 7]
for positive linear operators defined on S = qa, b] or on S = C27T • The
estimates were given in terms of the corresponding numbers II L n(/;) - /; II,
where/; were appropriate test functions, e.g., {I, x, x 2} and {I, cos x, sin x},
respectively.

In Section 2 we generalize the results of Shisha and Mond to the m
dimensional case. 2.1 deals with polynomial test functions (Theorem I),
while 2.2 deals with the trigonometric case (Theorem 2). All the derived
estimates for II Ln(f) - /11 involve a modulus of continuity w(o) = w(f; 0),
which we define in a natural way for functions of m variables.

The set-up discussed in Section 3 involves S = qa, b] and a Chebyshev
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system on [a, b], (fO'/l '/2), serving as the system of test functions. Estimates
for II Ln(f) - fll in terms of II L n(/;) - /; II (i = 0, 1,2) were given by
Shisha and Mond [6] for Chebyshev systems satisfying additional conditions.
We show that such estimates can be obtained for general Extended Chebyshev
systems (Theorem 4).

In Section 4, the approximated functions are assumed to have a continuous
derivative on [a, b]. Theorem 5 and Theorem 7 yield estimates for II Ln(f) - fll
in terms of polynomial test functions, and in terms of test functions forming
an Extended Chebyshev system, respectively.

2. GENERALIZATIONS TO THE m-DIMENSIONAL CASE

2.1. The polynomial Case

Let Km be a compact subset of the Euclidean space Rm • Let S = CK be
the set of all continuous real functions on Km • It was shown by Volko'; [9]
that the following m + 2 functions are test functions for CK :

m

fom(x1 , X 2 , , xm) = 1,

hm(x1 'X2 , , xm) = Xj, j = 1, , m,

fm+l,m(x1 , X2 , , xm) = X1
2 + X 2

2 + + x m
2•

In order to extend the result of Shisha and Mond ([6], Theorem 1) to
CK ,we first define w(o), the modulus of continuity of f(x1 , .•. , x m) E CK ,

wh~re Km is also assumed to be convex. m

DEFINITION 1. The modulus of continuity w(o) is defined for fE CKm by:

w(o) = w(f; 0) = max If(x) - f(Y)I,
x1yeKm

d(x.y)";;6

where x = (Xl'"'' Xm), Y = (Y1 , ... , Ym) and

[

m ] 1/2
d(x, y) = [;.1 (Xi - Yi)2 .

(1)

(2)

THEOREM 1. Let Km be a compact and convex subset of Rm , and let
L1 , L2 ,... be positive linear operators on CK . Suppose that {Ln(1)}:-l is
uniformly bounded in Km • Let w(o) be the modulus of continuity offE CK ;

then for n = 1,2,... , we have m

II Ln(f) - fll <; Ilfll . II L n(1) - 111 + II L n(1) + 1 II w(f; f1'n), (3)
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where
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(4)

and II II stands for the sup norm over Krn . In particular, if Ln(l) = 1, (3)
reduces to

(5)

(In (4), L n operates on a function of gl ,... , grn ; the resulting function is
evaluated at the point (Xl' X 2 , ... , x rn».

The proof of our theorem resembles closely that of the corresponding
theorem of Shisha and Mond and is therefore omitted.

2.2. The trigonometric Case

Let U be a unit circle with an angular coordinate x. We regard U as the
additive group of real numbers taken modulo 27T. The distance between
two points X, t E U (0 ~ X, t ~ 27T) is

dl(x, t) = min{j t - X I, 27T - I t - X I}· (6)

Note that we always have dl(x, t) ~ 7T.
The distance between any two reals is the distance between their represen

tations, as defined in (6). We identify a functionf E Cu with the corresponding
continuous, 27T-periodic function on (- 00, 00) (see [4, p. 2]).

DEFINITION 2. The trigonometric modulus of continuity is defined, for
fE Cu , by:

w(S) = max I f(x) - f(t)I,
x.tEU

d1(x,t),;;;a

(7)

where dl(x, t) is defined in (6).
We discuss now the trigonometric m-dimensional case.
Let K = Urn, an m-dimensional torus, be the cartesian product of m

unit circles U. We identify Cu with the set of all continuous real functions
f(xI ,... , xrn) which are 27T-peri~dic in each Xk .

Morozov [5] showed that the following 2m + 1 functions are test functions
for CUm:

forn(xl , , Xrn) = 1,

hrn(XI , , Xrn) = sin Xj ,

frn+j,rn(XI , , xrn) = cos Xj ,

j = 1, ,m,
j = 1, ,m.

We generalize now the trigonometric result of Shisha and Mond [6,
Theorem 3; 7] to the case m = 2; the proof for m > 2 is similar,
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For fE Cu , its trigonometric modulus of continuity is
2

DEFINITION 3.
defined by:

where

w(8) = max 1 f(x) - f(y)l,
X,yEU2

d2(X,y)~8

(8)

d2(x, y) = {[d1(X1 ,Y1)]2 + [d1(X2 ,Y2)]2}l/2,

X = (Xl' x2), Y = (Y1 ,Y2); d1(Xi ,Yi) is defined as in (6).

(9)

(10)

THEOREM 2. Let K = U2 = U X U be a 2-dimensional torus, U being
a unit circle. Let L 1 , L2 ,... be positive linear operators on C

U2
' Suppose that

{Ln(1)}~~l is uniformly bounded in K. Let w(8) be the trigonometric modulus
of continuity offE C

U2
' Then for n = 1,2,... , (3) holds, where

_ II \. 2 g - X . 2 7] - Y . 111
1

/
2

I1'n - 7T Ln ISill -2- + Sill -2-' x, Y \

and II II stands for the sup norm over K. In particular, if L n(1) = 1, we get (5)
with I1'n as in (10).

Proof Let (g, 7]) E K, (x, y) E K, and let 8 be a positive number (~7T V2).
Since d1(g, x) ~ 7T, d1(7], y) ~ 7T, we have d1(g, x) ~ 7T sin I g - x 1/2,
d1(7], y) ~ 7T sin I 7] - Y 1/2, Thus, d2[(g, 7]), (x, y)] :.): 8 implies that

I f(g, 7]) - f(x, Y)I ~ w{d2[(g, 7]), (x, y)]}

= w{V[d1(g, X)]2 + [d1(7], y)]2 } = w{V[d1(g, X)]2 + [d1(7], y)]2 8-18}

~ {I + ([d1(g, X)]2 + [d1(7], y)]2) 8-2} w(8)

~ II + ( ; )2 (sin2 g;~ + sin2 7]; Y ) lw(o).

The resulting inequality

If(g,7]) - f(x,y)1 ~ 11 + (; r(sin2 g; x + sin2 7]; Y)\ w(8)

holds for any two points (g,7]) and (x, y) because of the periodicity of f,
and the fact that sin2(.) has period 7T. The last inequality is obviously valid
if d2 [(g, 7]), (x, y)] < o.

Let n be a positive integer; then

I Ln{f(g, 7]); x, y} - f(x, y) Ln{l; x, y}[

~ w(8) [Ln{l; x,Y} + ( ; rLn !sin2 g; x + sin2 7]; Y ; X,Yn

~ w(8) [Ln{l; x, y} + (~n f).
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If fLn > 0, we take 0 = fLn , and by making use of the obvious inequality

I -f+ fLn(1) I ~ Ilfll '11 Ln(1) - 111, (11)

we easily obtain (3).
If fLn = 0, then for every 0 > 0, I Ln(f) - fLn(1) I ~ w(o) L n(1). Letting

o~ 0+, we obtain Lin = fLn(1), and by (11), If- Ln(f) I ~ Ilfllll Ln(1) -111
which is (3) in this case. Q.E.D.

Remark. In the last proof we have used the method of the proof of
Shisha and Mond, but our definition (8) has enabled us to extend their
result to the m-dimensional case. Furthermore, the proof of Shisha and
Mond for the one-dimensional case can be shortened by using w(o) of
Definition 2.

3. RESULTS FOR EXTENDED CHEBYSHEV SYSTEMS

Shisha and Mond proved the following theorem:

THEOREM 3 [6, Theorem 2]. Let - 00 < a < b < 00, and let {Ln}:~l be
a sequence of positive linear operators, defined on qa, b]. Let {/;n=o be a
Chebyshev system on [a, b] such that for all t, x E [a, b],

2

F(x, t) == L aix) fit) ?: K(t - X)2,
k~O

F(x, x) = 0,
(12)

where the ak(x) are bounded functions on [a, b] and K is a positive constant
independent of x and t. Let f E qa, b] have modulus of continuity w. Then (3)
holds, where now

\ 1 !1/2
fLn = III Ln{F(t, x); x}11 .K ' (13)

and II II stands for the sup norm over [a, b]. If, in particular, L n(1) = 1, we
get (5).

If, in addition,fk'(x) E qa, b] (k = 0, 1,2), the authors consider

fo(x) f1(x) fix)
F(t, x) = ± fo'(x) h'(x) f2'(x) ,

fo(t) h(t) };(t)

where the sign is chosen so that F(t, x) ?: 0 for all t, x E [a, b].

(14)
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They prove that iff{(x) (k = 0,1,2) exists throughout (a, b) and

I
fo(X) fleX) f2(X) I
fo'(x) fl'(X) f2'(X) ~ 2K > 0
J;(y) K(y) f 2"(y)
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for every x, Y E [a, b], then F(t, x) of (14) satisfies (12).
Now let {h};~o be an Extended Chebyshev system on [a, b], i.e., fo, II ,

and h are twice continously differentiable and no nontrivial linear combina
tion 2:.:=0 aJlx) has more than two zeros in [a, b] (multiplicities being
counted).

THEOREM 4. Let LI , L 2 , ••• be positive linear operators on qa, b) such
that {Ln(1)}:~1 is uniformly bounded in [a, b]. Let F(t, x) be defined as in (14)
where {/;};=o is an Extended Chebyshev system on [a, b]. Let fE qa, b] have
modulus of continuity w. Then the hypotheses and, hence, the conclusions of
Theorem 3 hold.

Proof We have

F(t, x) ~ K(t - x)2,

F(x, x) = 0,
(IS)

for all t, x E [a, b], where K(>O) is independent of t and x. (See Freud [2,
Lemma 2, p. 367.]) Q.E.D.

4. ApPROXIMATION OF A FUNCTION BELONGING TO Clla, b}

In this section we discuss quantitative estimates for the rapidity of con
vergence of Ln(f) to f, where {Ln1';;=1 is a sequence of positive linear operators,
and fE Cl[a, b]. For the sake of completeness we consider, first, the case
where the test functions are 1, x, x 2, although our next result (Theorem 5)
has been already obtained by R. DeVore (in a forthcoming article [1).

THEOREM 5. Let L1 , L 2 ,... be positive linear operators on qa, b]. Suppose
that {Ln(1)}:~1 is uniformly bounded in [a, b]. LetfE Cl[a, b] and let w(f'; ')
be the modulus o/continuity off'. Then,for n = 1,2'00"

II Ln(f) - fll ~ Ilf\\ . II Ln(l) - 1 II + Cn1If' II P-n + CnP-nw(f'; P-n), (16)

where Cn = 1 + II LnCl)111/2.

(17)
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In particular, if Lil) = 1, (16) reduces to

(18)

If, in addition, Ln{t; x} - x, we obtain

(19)

Proof. For any x, t E [a, b], there exists a point gbetween them such that

f(t) - f(x) = (t - x)f'(x) + (t - x)[f'(O - f'(x)],

I f'(t) - f'(x) 1 ~ w(f'; I t - x I) ~ w(f'; I t - x I)

= w(f'; I t - x I 8-18) ~ (1 + I t - x I 8-1) w(f'; 8).

Using (20), (21), and the inequalities

we obtain

I Ln(f) - ILn(1) I
~ I f'(x) Ln(t - x)1 + Ln{1 t - x I . If'(~) - f'(x)l}

~ If'(x)1 Ln(1 t - x I) + w(f'; 8) Ln{1 t - x I [1 + I t - x I 8-1
]}

= If'(x)1 Ln(1 t - x I) + w(f'; 8)[Ln(1 t - x I) + Ln{(t - X)2} 8-1]

~ If'(x)1 [Ln{(t - X)2} . L n(1)]1f2

+ w(f'; 8)[(Ln{(t - X)2} • L n(1»)lf2+ 8-1L n{(t - X)2}].

Choosing 8 = JLn , we obtain

(20)

(21)

As before, we deduce from this inequality (16). If JLn = 0, (16) follows
from (3). If L n(1) = 1, we obtain (18). From the proof we see that if, in
addition, Ln{t; x} - x, (19) holds. Q.E.D.

THEOREM 6. If, in addition to the hypotheses 01 Theorem 5, IE Cl2)[a, b],
then,lor n = 1,2,... ,

II Ln(f) - III ~ I1I1I . II L n(1) - 111 + CnJLn(Jlf' II + JLn II!"II). (22)

If, in particular, L n(1) = 1, (22) reduces to

II Ln(f) - III ~ JLn(Jlf' II + 2JLn II!" II). (23)
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If, in addition, Ln{t; x} - x, then

II Ln(f) - III ~ 2fLn2 11f" II·

449

(24)

Proof IfIE C(2)[a, b], then w(f'; 8) ~ IIi" 118, and (22) follows from (16).
In the same way (23) follows from (18), and (24) from (19). Q.E.D.

We mention that Stancu [8] has obtained, independently, similar results
for discrete positive linear operators of a certain type.

The following theorem yields an estimate for II Ln(f) - III, where
IE C1[a, b], in terms of II LnUi) - Ii II, where the test functions fo , .h , j;
form an Extended Chebyshev system on [a, b].

THEOREM 7. Let F(t, x) be defined as in (14), where {.fi}~~o is an Extended
Chebyshev system on [a, b]. Let L 1 ,L2 ,... be positive linear operators on
C[a, b] such that {Ln(l)}~~1 is uniformly bounded in [a, b]. Then (16) holds,
where now fLn is defined as in (13) (cf (15)). If, in particular, L n(1) = 1, then
(18) holds.

Proof In the course of proving Theorem 5 we obtained the following
intermediate result:

I Ln(f) - ILn(1) I ~ Ij'(x)I [Ln{(t - X)2} . L n(1)Jl/2

+ w(f'; 8)[(Ln{(t - X)2} . L n(1))1/2 + 0-1Ln{(t - X)2}].

Using the fact that F(t, x) ;? K(t - X)2, we obtain

I Ln(f) - fLn(1) I

[
1 ]1/2

~ Ij'(x) I K Ln{F(t, x)} . LiI)

+ w(j'; 0) [( l Ln{F(t, x)}· L n(l)t2
+ 8-1L n{F(t, x)}· l ].

Choosing 0 = fLn, we deduce

and this implies (16). (Again, if fLn = 0, (16) follows from (3).) From the
proof we find that if Ln(I) = 1, (18) holds. Q.E.D.

Remark. If fE C(2)[a, b], then the conclusions of Theorem 6 hold, with
fLn defined by (13).
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